Contribution of accelerated body masses to able-bodied gait.
The objectives of this study were to demonstrate that data from a video-based system could be used to estimate the net effect of the external forces during gait, to determine the contribution of the trunk and upper and lower limbs using their accelerated body masses, and to test the hypothesis that the thigh mainly assumed lower limb propulsion during able-bodied locomotion. The gait of 16 able-bodied subjects was assessed using an eight-camera video-based system and two force plates. The right limb was the leading limb, and there were two trials per subject. Although data from all the body segments were used to answer the first two objectives, only right limb information was used to address the third objective. Pearson's coefficients of correlation and root mean square errors were calculated to determine the difference between the curves obtained from the sum of the external forces and that of the accelerated masses. These were >0.85, and the mean root mean square error was <4 N. Analyses of variance were performed on the peak forces developed by the trunk and the upper and lower limbs along each axis. Tukey's posthoc tests (P < 0.05) revealed that the trunk was the principal contributor of external forces in the frontal and transverse planes, whereas the lower limbs were found to be more important in the plane of progression. Analyses of variance and Tukey's posthoc tests (P < 0.05) were performed on the peak forces developed by each segment of the right limb. In decreasing order, the thigh, shank, and foot displayed the highest mass-acceleration products in the right limb during gait. A video-based system was able to determine the net effect of the external forces with the summation of the mass-acceleration products during able-bodied gait. The trunk and lower limbs were the dominant body segments responsible for the production of external forces during able-bodied gait, whereas the thighs contributed more to the ground reaction force than the foot and shank for forward progression in able-bodied gait.